forms, and this can be filtered and dried to afford a fine powdered form of 2. Recrystallisation of this precipitate from pyridine with slow evaporation resulted in the formation of large yellow single crystals that were studied using synchrotron radiation. The crystals are in an orthorhombic cell, and structure solution was performed in the space group Fddd. The asymmetric unit comprises one quarter of the octa-metallated capsule skeleton, 2.5 exo-capsule Py ligands, two endo-capsule MeCN guest 15 molecules (that are disordered over two positions, Figure S1 ), and 1.75 pyridines of crystallisation (that occupy space between neighbouring capsules). Although the guest MeCN molecules are disordered over two positions, they are well resolved and show coordination to two Ni centres at opposite points within the capsule framework ( Figure 1B ). This host-guest arrangement is reminiscent of the encapsulation of two MeCN molecules within ionic dimeric PgCn capsules, 15 and results in an 20 alternating 6-5-6-5-6-5-6-5 coordination pattern around the capsule periphery. The 6-coordinate Ni centres are pseudo-octahedral, while the 5 coordinate centres have a coordination environment between the extremes of square pyramidal and trigonal bipyramidal geometries. A search of the Cambridge Structural Database for this particular 5-coordinate environment for Ni (with two catechol and one pyridine ligand) returns no results.16 This suggests that this particular coordination 25 environment in the current system is unique. In addition the search shows that Ni8 wheels are rarely observed17 and this synthetic route offers easy access to such species. The Co8 dimeric capsule, 3 ( Figure 1C and D), was synthesized by mixing MeCN solutions of Co(NO3)2·(Py)4 and PgC2 to afford a dark precipitate. Recrystallisation from pyridine with slow evaporation afforded large yellow single crystals that were studied using synchrotron radiation. The 30 crystals are in an orthorhombic cell and structure solution was also performed in the space group Fddd. The asymmetric unit is near-identical to that of 2, but shows a difference in the guest species within the capsule. A pyridine molecule occupies the capsule interior ( Figure 1C ) and is disordered over four closely related positions ( Figure S2 ). The disordered endo-capsule Py molecule shows a weak interaction with a Co centre (N···Co distance of 2.819 Å) at one of two positions that are opposite one another within the capsule. The result of this is an irregular 6-5-6-5-6-5-5-5 coordination pattern around the capsule periphery ( Figure 1D ), differing slightly to that observed in 2 ( Figure 1B ). DFT and CASSCF calculations were performed on 2 to determine the lowest energy spin statesinglet versus triplet -in model complexes.18,19 For a low spin (closed shell) d8 Ni centre, the typical 5 coordination environment observed is square planar. Our calculations show that in optimising a closed shell square pyramidal Ni centre with two catechol ligands and one axial pyridine, the latter effectively dissociates to afford the expected square planar geometry. Calculations further show that the distorted square pyramidal Ni geometry (akin to that in 2, and that lies between square pyramidal and trigonal bipyramidal) has a triplet state (i.e. high spin) that is ~ 1.6 eV lower in energy than a singlet state (i.e. 10 low spin). Alternative model complexes also display this behaviour, giving the lowest energy configuration (dxy)2(dyz)2(dxz)2(dx2-y2)1(dz2)1.18 For the two unique pseudo-octahedral Ni centres in 2, similar calculations show that these possess triplet states that are lower in energy by ~ 2.0 eV than respective singlet states. Although this is expected for regular octahedral d8 configuration, the distortion in the 6-coordinate centres here does not favour the low spin state. This is borne out in the 15 magnetic measurements. The variable temperature magnetic behavior of 2 and 3, measured using an applied field of 0.1T, is plotted as the χmT product versus T (where χm is the molar magnetic susceptibility) in Figure 2 . The room temperature χmT value of ~7.3 cm3 K mol-1 for 2 is below that expected for eight non-interacting s = 1 Ni2+ ions (8 cm3 K mol-1 for g = 2). As the temperature is decreased the value of χmT decreases very gradually reaching a value of ~5 cm3 K mol-1 at 75 K, 20 below which it decreases more rapidly reaching a value of ~1 cm3 K mol-1 at 5 K. This behavior is indicative of weak anti-ferromagnetic exchange between the metal centres and a diamagnetic ground state. The data was satisfactorily simulated with the simple 1J-model of equation (1) that assumes all eight metals ions are equivalent, affording the parameters J = -11.0 cm-1, g = 2.10. Antiferromagnetically coupled rings are of great interest in molecular magnetism,20 and those of s = 1 25 metal ions may have relevance to the Haldane gap problem.21 A paper detailing the physics of this system will be reported elsewhere. H = -2J(S1·S2+S2·S3+S3·S4+S4·S5+S5·S6+S6·S7+S7·S8+S8·S1) (1) The explanation of magnetic behavior of cobalt(II) complexes is complicated by the orbitally degenerate ground state of the ion and so precise derivation of the magnitude of the exchange 30 interactions between cobalt centres is difficult. Therefore only a qualitative report of the magnetic susceptibility data for 3 follows. The room temperature χmT value of ~17.0 cm3 K mol-1 is consistent with the presence of eight s = 3/2 ions with a g-value of 2.15 (17.3 cm3 K mol-1). As the temperature is decreased the value of χmT decreases constantly reaching a minimum value of ~3 cm3 K mol-1 at 5 K (Figure 2 ). Again this is consistent with weak anti-ferromagnetic exchange between nearest 35 neighbors. In conclusion, we have demonstrated the formation of paramagnetic metal containing molecular capsules. Octameric nickel wheels are scarce in the literature, and these can now be formed with relative ease. The solvents / guest molecules employed in capsule synthesis are key in determining coordination environments around the capsule periphery, with metal centres in ligand-enforced coordination environments. The ability to substitute peripheral ligands and guest molecules with zinc 5 analogues suggests that we may be able to fine tune the magnetic properties of these new magnetic metal-organic capsules. 
